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a b s t r a c t

In this intervention study, a mobile measurement procedure has been explored to get insight in the noise
mitigation performance of a complex shaped berm near a highway. Focus was on reducing sound pres-
sure levels on a cycling path. Mobile measurements, before and after the execution of the plans, using the
same methodology, stress that both the exposure to environmental noise and the efficiency of mitigation
measures can be strongly spatially dependent. Furthermore, practical constraints during the implemen-
tation of the noise abatement have a strong impact on the final efficiency. Maps based on mobile mea-
surements show to be an interesting learning tool for spatial planners, pointing at the consequences of
deviations from acoustically optimized plans. When the mobile measurements are able to provide a suf-
ficient temporal and spectral detail, more advanced analyses are possible as well. In this work, as an
example, the difference between the C-weighted and A-weighted total level allowed a more detailed
understanding of the efficiency of the road traffic noise intervention.

� 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Noise exposure is an important threat for the health and
well-being of citizens. It is usually put at a second place when list-
ing the most important environmental problems in large agglom-
erations nowadays [1]. To advance knowledge on noise
abatement, measuring the effects of mitigations actually imple-
mented could be especially interesting. However, intervention
studies, including measurements before and after a measure or a
set of measures are put in place, are rather scarce.

The classical way of measuring environmental sound is using a
few fixed measurement stations, employing high quality equip-
ment, where time series of sound pressure levels are recorded. This
gives a highly detailed and accurate assessment of the exposure at
a specific place. But such measurements lack data on the spatial
variation in exposure and in abatement efficiency. Since noise is
a highly variable local stressor, this is a major drawback, especially
when the noise abatement solution is not sufficiently continuous
due to practical constraints (e.g. a noise barrier of limited length).
Such limitations could be quite detrimental for the final efficiency
(see e.g. [2] or [3]), and their impact is often underestimated. Even
for more continuous measures, there can still be strong differences
in noise reduction due to the nature of the diffraction process itself
(depending on the distance or height relative to the barrier, see e.g.
[4]) and due to the coupling with the ground effect (see e.g. [3,5,6]).

Mobile sound pressure level measurements are an interesting
alternative. A number of reported case studies use mobile micro-
phones for mapping the sound pressure levels in a specific zone
[7-11]. Cyclists or walkers, equipped with a microphone and global
positioning system (gps), pass along the same spots multiple times
in order to reach converged sound level indicators. This conver-
gence in road-traffic noise dominated environments occurs quite
rapidly after spatio-temporal averaging [9,12], making such proce-
dures viable.

Mobile measurements could be performed with either high-
quality portable equipment, but also with so-called ‘‘noise nodes”.
In the current study, the noise nodes reported by Van Renterghem
et al. [13] were used. It was shown that with an adequate electro-
acoustic design, the relatively cheap microphones developed for
consumer electronics could be used for accurate environmental
noise monitoring. A six-month lasting monitoring campaign out-
doors (using the noise nodes in a fixed setup) showed that the
deviation for A-weighted road traffic noise levels was less than
1 dB, in excess to the deviation amongst reference microphones
themselves [13]. A third option is using smartphones as portable
sound level meters. The latter attracts quite some attention nowa-
days, although adequate accuracy, in general, is not guaranteed
[14-16]. Main issues when using the internal microphone of the
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smartphone is the focus on accurate representation of the speech
sound frequency range, the high noise floor and thus limited
dynamic range, and difficulties with proper calibration.

In this work, the use of mobile measurements is applied to
assess the spatially dependent efficiency of a complex noise abate-
ment infrastructure as put in place. The final implementation
included deviations from the original plans due to practical restric-
tions. Mobile measurements were performed both in 2017, which
will be considered as the reference situation here, and in 2020,
after the abatement was finalized. Such an intervention study,
using the same mobile methodology, allows a measured and
detailed spatial efficiency assessment and is rather unique.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Site description

The site of interest (51�12037’’N, 4�26046’’O) is a depressed high-
way near the city of Antwerp (Belgium), consisting of 8 lanes, bor-
dered by a 6.3-m high embankment on which a cycling and
walking path are present (see Fig. 1-4). The three far traffic lanes
are shielded by a double row of 0.7-m high jerseys, forming a cen-
tral reservation. The ring road under study is highly trafficked (ex-
ceeding 200 000 vehicles per 24 h over all lanes in September
2017) and sensitive to congestion. There is a high share of
medium-heavy and heavy vehicles (35 %, September 2017).

The road segment of interest has a length of 560 m, bordered by
two bridges crossing the highway. In the reference situation, the
embankment consisted of rough grassland. Near its top, a small
zone of tall but rather sparsely positioned trees were present
(see Fig. 3), with a well-developed plant litter and humus layer
beneath. This slope was yet able to reduce sound pressure levels
quite well, as was previously analyzed in detail (see Ref. [17]). Nev-
ertheless, exposure levels still exceeded 70 dB(A) on the cycling
path bordering the highway in 2017.

The noise intervention consisted of adding a complex shaped
berm along the full length of the cycling path (see Figs. 1 and 2).
In order to increase connectivity, the cycling path was split in
Fig. 1. Plan view of the site under study (left part) after the intervention, with indic
measurement positions MP1 and MP2, and the locations where the photographs presen
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two parts, where the new part allowed cyclers to go below Bridge
2 and to connect to the cycling path on the bridge itself by an addi-
tional loop (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 b). Near the crossing of the new
and old part of the cycling path (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 a), a double
berm was constructed to ensure noise reduction in both branches.
Two ground profiles are depicted in Fig. 5, where a comparison is
made with the original slope. To create the necessary space for
the underpass below Bridge 2, a plateau was constructed on the
slope towards the highway. To allow a future second underpass
below Bridge 1, the necessary space was preserved while creating
the berm, leading to a cutting in the berm (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 c).

Near the underpass, due to weight concerns, the berm was not
prolonged and a gabion noise wall [18] was placed instead to
shield cyclers when approaching the bridge (see Fig. 4 e). The
gabion consisted of porous stones [19], was about 40–45 cm thick
and did not contain a high surface density core. To prevent shifting
of the ground bodies towards the ring road, a staircase berm shape
(see Profile 1, Fig. 5) was constructed and grounds were strongly
compacted. Part of the original trees were removed to allow access
to the construction site.

2.2. Fixed measurements

A first fixed measurement position (MP1) was located directly
bordering the highway. The second fixed point (MP2) was located
on top of the embankment, directly near the cycling/walking path
(see Fig. 1). The ½” type-1 electret microphones were positioned
1.75 m above the ground. In 2020, there was a nearly identical
positioning as in 2017. Svantek 959 type-1 accredited measure-
ment chains were used, measuring equivalent sound pressure
levels in 1/3 octave bands, with a basic integration period of
200 ms. The equipment was weekly calibrated with a type-1 94-
dB pistonphone.

MP1 is used to control for potential changes in the sound pro-
duction between the two assessment periods (in 2017 and 2020)
since such a close spacing primarily assesses the sound production
by the road (i.e. the source strength). Variations due to sound prop-
agation effects are nearly absent there. MP2, in contrast, will be
used to validate the mobile measurement procedure.
ation of the key features, the location of ground profile 1 (see Fig. 5), the fixed
ted in Figs. 3 and 4 were taken.



Fig. 2. Plan view of the site under study (right part) after the intervention, with indication of the key features, the location of the ground profile 2 (see Fig. 5), and the locations
where the photographs presented in Fig. 4 were taken.

Fig. 3. Photograph before the intervention (2017), showing the gradually sloping
grass-covered talud bordering the highway and the tree zone near its top.
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Measurements in 2017 and 2020 were performed continuously
during almost a full month, each time in the period September-
October (from 04/09 till 02/10 in 2017; from 21/09 till 21/10 in
2020). The measurement periods at the fixed stations included
each time the days on which the mobile measurements took place.

2.3. Mobile measurements

The noise nodes developed and validated in a previous study
were used [13]. The operators carried a backpack, where the micro-
phone and gps module stuck out. Multiple operators (maximum 3
simultaneously) repeatedly walked along a number of predefined
paths in the zone under study. The operators were instructed to
walk slowly and to reduce the self-made noise (e.g. own footsteps).
Measurements were performed between morning and evening
rush hours. In 2017, these measurements were distributed over 4
different days (04/09, 05/09, 07/09, 08/09), for a total of 40.6 h of
measurements. In 2020, distributed over 2 days (21/09 and
22/09), 24.3 h of measurements were collected. Calibration with
a type-1 94-dB pistonphone was performed at each device at the
beginning of each measurement day.
3

The mobile equipment basically measured 1/3 octave bands at
an integration period of 1/8 s. The sound pressure level measure-
ment and the location data were linked based on the clock readings
of the single board computer steering both processes. Along the
walking paths, data were aggregated at fixed intervals of 5 m, with
a 50 % overlap between successive aggregation points.

In Fig. 6, the time duration of the measurements at each spatial
aggregation point in 2017 and 2020 is shown. There was a strong
focus on the cycling path and most measurements were made
there. Occasionally, passages on the bridges and in the street
behind the first line of buildings parallel to the highway were
made. Streets further away were considered to a limited extent
only as local road traffic is dominant there, making that the effects
of the noise interventions are expected to be very limited in that
zone. Nevertheless, these measurements provide a global estimate
of the exposure levels, but should not be used for a detailed anal-
ysis. In Appendix A, convergence of the measurements is quantified
at each spatial aggregation point.

The noise indicators analyzed here were LA,50, LC-LA and
the spectral ‘‘centre-of-gravity” (COG). LA,50 is the median
A-weighted total sound pressure level and a good indicator for
road traffic noise in case of continuous traffic. LA,50 showed to be
a stable parameter as deduced from the mobile measurements.
In case of dominant and continuous road traffic as is present along
the cycling path, LA,50 is nearly identical to the equivalent sound
pressure level LA,eq. The median values are calculated based on
the 1/8 s equivalent sound pressure levels belonging to a specific
aggregation point. The noise reduction efficiency of the interven-
tion at location i can then be calculated as:

DLA;50;i ¼ LA;50;i;2017 � LA;50;i;2020 ð1Þ
LC-LA is the C-weighted total sound pressure level minus the A-

weighted total level. In theory, C-weighting is used to account for
the frequency dependent sensitivity of the human hearing system
at 100 dB (at a reference sound frequency of 1 kHz), while A-
weighting is applicable to 40 dB (at 1 kHz). At higher sound pres-
sure levels, the weight of low frequencies is higher than at 40 dB.
A large value for LC-LA indicates a (relative) dominance of low



Fig. 4. Photographs after the noise interventions in 2020, taken at the 5 points as indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. In (a), the crossing between the old part of the cycling path, and
the part running towards the underpass is shown. In (b), the transition between the double berm zone and the gabion walls (just in front of the bridge) is depicted. In (c), the
berm can be seen from the highway, including the cutting for a future underpass. In (d), a view is provided on the slightly raised berm as seen from the cycling path. In (e), the
gabion noise walls is shown as seen from Bridge 2.

Fig. 5. Ground profiles (2020) at the two locations indicated in Figs. 1 and 2. The dashed lines show the slopes of the original taluds that were present before the intervention
(2017).
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Fig. 6. Time duration of measurements (expressed in seconds) at each spatial aggregation point during the 2017 (a) and 2020 (b) mobile measurement campaigns.
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sound frequencies in the spectrum. Since A-weighting and
C-weighting are commonly found on (commercial) sonometers,
this is an indicator that has a wide applicability. For each 1/8 s
equivalent sound pressure level, the LC-LA indicator is first calcu-
lated, and then the median is taken over all datapoints belonging
to a specific aggregation point. When comparing the 2017 and
2020 situation, the shift in LC-LA due to the intervention at location
i is consequently calculated by:

D LC � LAð Þi ¼ dLC � LA
���
i;2017

� dLC � LA
���
i;2020

ð2Þ

The spectral centre-of-gravity (COG) is an indicator similar to
LC-LA, pointing at where most acoustic energy is located in the fre-
quency spectrum. Similarly to LC-LA, the COG is calculated for each
1/8 s equivalent sound pressure level spectrum, and then the med-
ian is taken over all datapoints corresponding to aggregation point
i:

COG; i ¼
dR 8kHz

80Hz f c:10
10

Lp;f c ;i
10

R 8kHz
80Hz 10

10
Lp;f c ;i
10

�������
i

ð3Þ

The shift in COG due to the intervention is consequently calcu-
lated as :

DCOG; i ¼ COGi;2017�COGi;2020 ð4Þ
The walked trajectory passed very closely to the fixed measure-

ment point MP2 near the cycling path. There, operators occasion-
ally halted to increase the number of samples to allow a good
comparison with the fixed measurements.
5

3. Results

3.1. Validation of the mobile measurement procedure

After removal of hours with any rain or averaged hourly wind
speeds exceeding 5 m/s (measured at 10 m high), the LA,50 over
the full monitoring period (roughly one month) was equal to
82.7 dB(A) in 2017, and 82.6 dB(A) in 2020, at fixed station MP1.
Note that this small difference is much lower than the accuracy
one gets with type-1 microphones [20]. A similar conclusion can
be drawn from the mobile measurements on Bridge 1. There, both
in 2017 and 2020, a sufficient number of measurements were
available to allow such a comparison. The difference in exposure
DLA;50 gives values equal to �1, 0 and + 1 dB(A). At this location,
the highway noise is dominant, and there is direct line-of-sight
propagation, without any interaction with the mitigation interven-
tions. Note that at Bridge 2, a similar analysis is not possible given
the limited number of measurements in the 2020 campaign (see
Fig. 6 b). Both findings thus show that a direct comparison of levels
is possible in both periods, without the need for correcting for (po-
tentially) different road traffic conditions.

The difference between the fixed stations MP1 and MP2, for cor-
responding 5-minute LA,50 values, characterizes the propagation of
sound between the road and the cycling path. This transmission
loss was assessed during the 2017 and 2020 measurement cam-
paigns, for each 5-minute interval :

TL1�2;2017 ¼ LA;50;MP1;2017 � LA;50;MP2;2017 ð5Þ

TL1�2;2020 ¼ LA;50;MP1;2020 � LA;50;MP2;2020 ð6Þ
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In 2017, TL1-2 is illustrative for the sound reduction provided by
the grass-covered slope and forms the reference situation (before
the intervention took place). In 2020, TL1-2 is further increased
by the presence of the raised berm. In this way of processing, the
propagation is largely separated from (momentary) source
strength variations.

The difference between the transmission losses in 2017 and
2020 is an accurate assessment of the abatement efficiency e at
MP2 on the cycling path:
Fig. 8. LA,50 map as measured after t

Fig. 7. LA,50 map as measured before

6

e ¼ dTL1�2;2020 � dTL1�2;2017 ð7Þ
The distribution of TL1-2,2017 and TL1-2,2020, over the full month

of measurements, shows some variation (characterized by an
interquartile distance of 1.3 dB(A) in 2017, and 1.9 dB(A) in
2020). This can be due to changing propagation conditions (more
precisely : variations in air absorption, changing soil water content
of the natural grounds forming the slope or berm, and refraction by
either wind speed or temperature gradients – for more information
he intervention (2020) in dB(A).

the intervention (2017) in dB(A).
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on these topics, see e.g. [3]). Note, however, that the separation
between MP1 and MP2 is only 50 m. Given this limited difference
in propagation distance, such effects are expected to be rather lim-
ited which is consistent with the observed variation [3].

In addition, local disturbances near MP2 could lead to (momen-
tary) incorrect highway noise transmission loss values. Similarly,
periods with congestion will not lead to a correct assessment of
the efficiency of the measures. The relative importance of the
aforementioned effects will be rather limited given the full month
of continuous sound recordings, and the fact that median values of
the distributions of TL1-2,2017 and TL1-2,2020 were used.

To validate the mobile measurements, which were performed
during daytime hours only, the fixed measurement stations were
consequently analyzed for daytime hours during this validation
exercise. The efficiency of the intervention e was 4.2 dB(A) based
on the fixed stations. With the mobile measurements, at the closest
position to MP2 (using the 5-m spatial resolution), a level reduc-
tion of 5.4 dB(A) was found for DLA;50. Given the large number of
mobile measurements near MP2, full convergence is reached
(<0.1 dB(A), see Appendix A), both in 2017 and 2020. Note that
an exact spatial match was not possible since MP2 was fenced to
protect the microphone, while the average mobile microphone
heights were somewhat lower. This means that the difference
between the fixed and the mobile measurement falls within the
accuracy limits of both types of instrumentation. This analysis pro-
vides a sufficiently convincing validation of the mobile procedure
for assessing the spatially dependent mitigation efficiency.
3.2. Spatial analysis of the intervention efficiency

3.2.1. Overall exposure
In Figs. 7 and 8, the LA,50 maps for 2017 and 2020 are shown.

Before the intervention (Fig. 7), large exposures on the bridges
(near 80 dB(A)) were measured, and levels on the cycling
path exceed 70 dB(A) in most parts. In the first street behind the
(interrupted) row of buildings, smaller levels are found, roughly
60 dB(A) directly behind the buildings. In zones with direct view
towards the highway, in between the building blocks, slightly
higher levels are measured. In the enclosed streets further away
from the highway, levels drop considerably to a minimum of
LA,50 equal to 50 dB(A).
Fig. 9. DLA;50 ma
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The two major roads in line with the bridges, bordering the tri-
angular region that was assessed, give somewhat higher sound
exposure levels, with strong local variations due to local events,
e.g. by the many traffic lights at crossings leading to accelerating
traffic. Given the too limited number of measurement there, levels
are not converged and are only indicative (see Appendix A). After
the intervention (Fig. 8), the part of the cycling path running below
Bridge 2 has been assessed as well, and also the playground in
between building block C and D (see Fig. 2).
3.2.2. Abatement efficiency along the cycling path
Fig. 9 depicts the difference (DLA;50) between the two maps

shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Only the cycling path and the first street
parallel to the highway are shown, where convergence within
0.5 dB(A) is reached at almost any point (see Appendix A). Note
that level reductions are shown as integers in line with the mea-
surement accuracy of the mobile equipment used. Along the
cycling path, a strong variation in the abatement efficiency is
observed, ranging from 5 dB(A) to 14 dB(A).

The minimum abatement of 5 dB(A) is observed at the crossing
between the continuation line of the cutting through the berm and
the cycling path, close to the fixed measurement station MP2 (see
Fig. 9). At both sides of this specific zone, a higher noise reduction
of 7 to 9 dB(A) is found. Further analysis shows that D LC � LAð Þ is
only – 1 dB at this spot, while it is – 3 dB next to it (see Fig. 10).
This shows that the relative increase in the low frequency content,
as can be expected from an intervention like a raised berm, whose
working principle relies largely on diffraction of sound, is not
found here. Sound is thus able to propagate almost unhindered
from a stretch of the highway to this point along the cutting, mak-
ing this a dominant contribution. A similar conclusion can be made
based on the analysis of DCOG (not shown), giving a shift in sound
frequency of only 66 Hz, while around this spot this shift
approaches 200 Hz.

The maximum abatement efficiency along the cycling path is
14 dB(A) (see Fig. 9). This is observed at the old branch of the
cycling path near Bridge 2, located behind two successive berms
after the intervention was put in place (see Fig. 4 a and Fig. 5, pro-
file 2). Note that this rather large effect is measured under ideal
conditions, namely very close behind the second berm, and at a
low receiver height (ear height). This double diffraction leads to
an LC-LA equal to 11–12 dB during the 2020 campaign in this part
p in dB(A).



Fig. 10. D LC � LAð Þ map in dB.

Fig. 11. Detail of LC-LA map (in dB) in the part running towards the underpass below Bridge 2, after the intervention.
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(see Fig. 11); the D LC � LAð Þ equals �6 dB (see Fig. 10). Similarly, a
large DCOG is observed here (not shown) equal to 448 Hz in the
middle of this part. All these indicators show that sound arrives
in this zone upon diffraction, favoring the low frequency part of
the road traffic noise spectrum. This strong level reduction disap-
pears quickly when approaching the local road in line with Bridge
2. There, the highway noise is not dominant anymore, and the
impact of an intervention aiming at highway noise reduction is
consequently limited.

At the new branch of the cycling path, a remarkable gradient in
exposure level is measured when going from the part in between
the two berms to the zone just in front of Bridge 2, bordered by
the gabion walls (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 a,e). LA,50 increases from 59
to 71 dB(A) over a few tens of meters (see Fig. 8), while LC-LA drops
from 12 to 6 dB (see Fig. 11). The gabion noise walls seem to per-
form poorly as a diffraction device, possibly due to insufficient
acoustic insulation of the wall, giving rise to strong transmission
through its structure. The COG behind the gabions was equal to
500 Hz, while in between the two berms it was only 375 Hz. For
8

comparison, on the bridges, with more or less direct line-of-sight
propagation, values of about 700 Hz were found.

3.2.3. Abatement efficiency behind first row of buildings
In the street behind the first line of buildings, parallel to the

cycling path and the highway, noise abatements by the interven-
tions are generally limited. There are two distinct interruptions,
between building blocks A and B (see Fig. 1), and between building
blocks C and D (see Fig. 2). In the middle of blocks B and D (see
Fig. 9), DLA;50 tends to zero, as the shielding provided by these
buildings is dominant relative to the shielding provided by the
raised berm; the highway noise intervention thus gives no addi-
tional benefit at these specific locations.

At the open spots between building A and B, and between C and
D, there is direct sight towards the highway. In these zones, the
abatement efficiencies are higher than at other locations in this
street. In between buildings A and B, LA,50 reduces with about
3 dB(A), while near the playground (between buildings C and D)
reductions between 5 and 7 dB(A) are measured. Note that in
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between the cycling path and the playground, a berm of limited
height was present as well (see Fig. 2). These positive effects
extend somewhat further along the street as well, due to the pres-
ence of more oblique sound paths being shielded by the highway
intervention. Around the small building block C, a combination of
the previous effects is observed. Near the ends of this street, levels
are less reliable (see Appendix A) due to local events at the crossing
roads, where more passages would be needed to allow a thorough
comparison between the 2017 and 2020 situation.
4. Discussion and conclusion

In this work, a mobile sound measurement procedure has been
presented, where by repeatedly walking a number of predefined
paths, a detailed assessment of a highway noise abatement inter-
vention is made. Although the mobile measurements are not stan-
dardized, a convincing validation of its ability to correctly measure
the noise reducing efficiency is provided by comparing to a fixed
continuously measuring type-1 microphone station. The deviation
between these two approaches stays within the measurement
accuracy of both types of equipment. Furthermore, such deviations
are trifling, certainly with respect to the strong spatially dependent
efficiency as observed in the current zone. The latter would have
been missed by the standard use of a limited number of fixed mea-
surement stations only.

Non-acoustical constraints in bringing noise abatement solu-
tions to practice have a large impact on the final abatement effi-
ciency. In the current situation, preparatory works for a second
underpass below Bridge 1 needed a cutting in the berm. Its effect
was demonstrated by the more limited noise reduction obtained
on the cycling path in the continuation of this cutting. Secondly,
due to weight constraints, in the zone in front of the underpass
below Bridge 2, the berm was not prolonged. The noise reducing
measure positioned there was a gabion noise wall. To further
reduce the weight of the gabion, a high surface density core was
not used. The mobile measurements clearly revealed this non-
optimal solution, as shown by the strong spatial gradient in expo-
sure levels when coming from the zone bordered by the berms to
the gabions.

The difference between C-weighted and A-weighted total levels
(LC-LA), a more detailed acoustic indicator, nicely points at loca-
tions where the enhancement of the diffracted field, which is a
main effect of a raised berm, was not met. Similarly, the spectral
center-of-gravity (COG) lead to similar conclusions. Note that addi-
tional analyses are not limited to the indicators used here. To open
this possibility, a sufficient temporal sampling frequency and the
ability to measure at sufficient spectral detail (like 1/3 octave
bands) is needed at the mobile equipment.

In general, not only a careful acoustic design of a noise abate-
ment tailored to the local situation is important, but also a strict
execution. The mobile measurement procedure is an interesting
learning tool for spatial planners to show the impact of such prac-
tical constructional limitations, and identifies zones where further
reductions in environmental noise exposure are possible.

The main drawback of the current mobile measurement proce-
dure is that it is labor intensive. Many passages are needed along
predefined paths to end up with converged noise indicators. In
the current work, a large number of passages were made in
2017, and a more limited number in 2020. Since the main interest
was the highway noise exposure along the cycling path, a constant
noise source during the day hours, this number seemed sufficient
as shown by both the validation exercise and convergence reached
9

within 0.5 dB(A) there (see Appendix A). For a more accurate
assessment at the non-highway noise dominated streets, more
mobile measurements would be needed. Individual passages of
cars along the walking operator, or platoons of cars when traffic
lights turn green, lead to the local sudden increases, as visible in
the LA,50 maps (see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) in the region behind the
cycling path. At multiple spots, the convergence indicator exceeds
2 dB(A) as shown in Fig. A1. Opportunistic sampling could be an
interesting approach to increase the number of measurements,
e.g. by equipping city guards, postmen or bicycles from sharing
systems with a microphone. Such approaches have been reported
for applications of mobile air quality monitoring (see e.g.
[10,21,22]).

Note that the noise abatement efficiency of the complex berm
structures, as actually constructed, would be very hard to predict
even with advanced noise mapping methodologies, making mea-
surements at high spatial resolution useful anyhow. Even in the
reference situation, with the gradually sloping talud and a ground
impedance discontinuity, advanced numerical procedures were
needed for an accurate estimation of the reference exposure levels
[17].
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Appendix A: LA,50 convergence map of the mobile
measurements

As a convergence check, considering 80% of the data is com-
pared to using all available data at each spatial aggregation point.
A small level difference means that the measured levels are
strongly converged. A large value, in contrast, indicates that more
passages with the mobile microphones would be needed.

In Fig. A1, this convergence indicator for LA,50, in both 2017 and
2020, are shown. The data indicates that along the cycling path,
levels are strongly converged (<0.5 dB(A) at any point). In the
street behind the first row of buildings, the convergence indicator
is still small overall, but at a few spots near 1 dB(A). In the zone fur-
ther away, which was not the focus of the current research and
analysis, convergence is not reached; at many points, the conver-
gence indicator exceeds 2 dB(A).



Fig. A1. Convergence indicator map for LA,50 at each spatial aggregation point during the 2017 (a) and 2020 (b) mobile measurement campaigns. A level difference of 0 dB(A)
means fully converged data.
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